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Dear Professor Posner, 

1.  You are said to be associated with the Center of Justice for Pro Se’s of Former Judge R. Posner. 

He “had come to realize albeit belatedly that my court was systematically unjust to pro se’s.” This 

is a proposal for you, whether as such associate or in your own right, to assist pro ses and repre-

sented(†>OL2:457§D) parties alike, not by helping one at a time within the judicial system, but 

rather by exposing out-of-court as described in OL2:929, 938 what enables judges to be “system-

atically unjust”, which is identified in his amicus curiae brief in Martin v. Living Essentials, Ltd., 

p.2, as “a system comfortable with zero accountability”. Judges deal with parties and the rest of 

the public however they want because they are unaccountable and risklessly abuse their power for 

their own and judicial class benefit(*>OL:173¶93), the harm to others notwithstanding(OL2:760). 

This is shown in my two-volume study of judges and their judiciaries, titled and downloadable: 

Exposing Judges' Unaccountability and Consequent Riskless Wrongdoing:  
Pioneering the news and publishing field of judicial unaccountability reporting* † 

2.  The study is based on an original analysis of the official statistics, reports, and statements of 

the judges themselves, such as those contained or referred to in the Annual Report of the Director 

of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, which is submitted to Congress and made available 

to the public. The Director is appointed by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and can be 

removed by him and the other Judicial Conference members(*>jur:2110). They are imputed with 

knowledge and approval of the Report. The latter states that ‘a case filed by a pro se is weighted 

as a third of a case’(†>OL2:455§B). This means that from the moment a pro se files the Case Infor-

mation Sheet and therein checks the “pro se ■”, as opposed to the “represented □”, box, the judges 

are not only authorized to give his case only ⅓ of the attention that they give an average case, but 

also are expected not to waste more than that on it regardless of its merits or “the Center’s behind 

the scenes help” given him. The chances of this policy changing formally or effectively are nil:  

3.  The chances of the petition for certiorari and rehearing in Martin being granted by the Supreme 

Court were less than 1 in 93, according to the statistics in the Chief Justice Year-end Reports(*>jur: 

47§1) and much less when the Court’s preference for cases argued by superlawyers(†>OL2:459¶ 

35) is factored in. J. Posner has stated that “We are just touching the surface, for there are reliably 

believed to be at least a million pro se’s in the U.S.”. In what way will one pro se case reviewed 

in the next 93 years by the Court, let alone a circuit court, help them? How many amicus curiae 

briefs can you and the Center afford to research, write, and file before one case is discretionarily 

accepted for review? Even if Martin had been accepted, what were the chances of convincing at 

least five justices that they had been wrong up to then in showing similar contempt for pro ses and 

should ‘order’ judges to accord pro se cases the attention that they deserved on their merits? What 

reasonable expectation could there be that such ‘order’ would force a change in attitude and prac-

tice of, in J. Posner’s words, “Many judges [who] are hostile to pro se’s, seeing them as a kind of 

‘trash’ not even worth the courts’ time”, and who are life-tenured and unimpeachable(OL2:929¶4)? 

4.  I respectfully submit that you can act on this proposal by providing Deep Throat(jur:106§c) 

information and exposing judges’ abuse to those that can force change, We the People; and request 

the opportunity to present it to you and your colleagues and students via video conference or in person. 

 

Dare trigger history!(*>jur:7§5)...and you may enter it. Sincerely, Dr. Richard Cordero, Esq. 
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A study of judges and their judiciaries, who held unaccountable by themselves through their  
self-exemption from complaints and by politicians, have turned abuse of power into their institutionalized 

way of doing business; and their exposure by applying a strategy that out of court informs of, 
and outrages at, judges’ abuse the only entity capable of forcing reform and holding them liable:  

We the People, the masters of all public servants, including judicial public servants 
 

Volume I:  
http://Judicial-Discipline-Reform.org/OL/DrRCordero-Honest_Jud_Advocates.pdf 

 

Volume II: http://Judicial-Discipline-Reform.org/OL2/DrRCordero-Honest_Jud_Advocates.pdf 
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